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Abstract

Global identifiers are key to current and future access and reuse of data. Considering increasing data production, the complex and often messy nature of research data practices from which datasets are derived, and the ever-changing landscape of storage and publishing platforms, a single identifier type and a unique data location for a dataset does not function well nor scale. Instead, there is a need to use multiple identifiers throughout the lifecycle of a project, starting at the moment of data creation and well beyond publication to identify reuse. For complex datasets identifiers must accurately represent the diverse processes that generate the data. Thus, they must carry provenance metadata that describes these processes and make connections among their inputs and outputs. Despite the location, duplication, similarity, and archiving status of the data, its metadata must have a unified representation. These requirements have implications for implementation, including accounting for the validity of data over time, the technical resources that will support such infrastructure, and users’ adoption.

Using real biology datasets, we are conducting investigations around Identifier Services (IDS). IDS is designed to bind dispersed data objects and verify aspects of their identity and integrity, independent of where the data are located and whether they are duplicate, partial, private, published, active, or static. IDS will allow individuals and repositories to manage, track, and preserve different types of identifiers and significantly improve provenance metadata of distributed collections at any point of their lifecycle.

One year into the research we have: (a) developed a generalizable data model (See figure 1) that maps genomic materials (e.g. specimen), processes (e.g. sequencing, alignment, experiments, analysis) and derived data to: global and or local identifiers and corresponding domain science (MIGS, INSDC) and citation metadata (DataCite); (b) used an API to automatically validate data associated to a global identifier and track their integrity, presence at an established location, and identity (similarity to an identical or similar dataset); and (c) implemented a user portal where the actions of the IDS are executed and its results recorded. The entities in the data model group files and metadata to corresponding processes, thus expressing their provenance. The portal provides landing pages for evolving representation of registered research projects where identifiers point to and from different data storage locations. We are using the data management infrastructure Agave (The Agave, 2016), which allows IDS to connect to repositories and access data to perform actions in a distributed computational environment. Bio-collection creators have been recruited to provide data and requirements for the prototype services, as well as structured feedback. Currently we can demonstrate a workflow in which users register their collection with IDS, select files and processes to reflect the provenance of a complex genomic dataset located both at a university storage resource and a centralized institutional repository, and conduct services across these different resources. We will report on the fitness of the data model to other science domains, provenance representation, access to the data, and the need for big data and metadata interface solutions.
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